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ABSTRACT:
Today’s digital society implies interconnectivity between the online operations
of different sectors of everyday life and economy alike. As a consequence, malicious activities targeted towards a single online service could hurt entire industries and multiple private and public organizations. This interdependence between online services and economic units is an imperative for targeted efforts
ensuring the integrity and availability of individual systems and complex systems-of-systems alike. This article presents MonSys, a flexible, robust, and scalable monitoring platform, implemented as a cloud-based service and an onpremise solution, specifically designed to address the need for ensuring service
availability at an individual level. MonSys provides several standardized services
availability checks, such as web-based services from multiple geographical locations, and a flexible platform and tools for defining customized complex services. Particular attention is paid to the processes of metrics collection, processing, storage, and querying. MonSys can perform custom availability checks
for different types of infrastructures, such as various black-box, grey-box, and
white-box availability checks/metrics. The article presents also results from piloting the platform on performance and scalability and options for integration
in early-warning and intelligent signaling, based on behavioral pattern analysis
and predictive simulations.
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Background
The rapid development of the information and communication technologies
(ICT) sector has a profound effect on the quality of everyday life both at an individual level, as well as on economical, and national security level alike.1, 2 Although ICT increases the efficiency and effectiveness of various services and industries, in the meantime, it provides opportunities for malicious actors to
cause significant damage without exercising physical coercion.3, 4, 5 Among the
core values of a digitized society are its interconnectivity and reliability.6, 7 This
ultimately leads to interdependence between economic sectors and to an amalgamation between the digital and analogue business operation, while in the
meantime allowing for an ever-growing attack surface.8 The pervasive interconnectivity implies as consequence the progressively dangerous perspective that
malicious activities targeted towards online services, could strategically be employed to hurt entire sectors as well.9 This reliance and loose coupling between
online services from different sectors and operational units implies a need for
targeted efforts to ensure the integrity and availability of individual systems as
well as of the complex composite systems-of-systems (SoS) alike.10
In this contribution, we provide a detailed summary on the development of
MonSys, a flexible, robust, and scalable monitoring platform for situational
awareness and monitoring of online services, developed by our team and implemented as a cloud-based platform and an on-premise solution. MonSys is a
scalable platform for monitoring digital services availability, threat intelligence
and cyber resilience situational awareness. We will further present some key
findings and core future directions for development and contextual implementation of the platform.
This paper is organized as follows. Within the Accessible and Dynamic Monitoring of Services Availability, we provide information about the context, which
necessitated the provision of the public and private sector with tools for early
warning, threat intelligence and vulnerability monitoring. Following that, in the
Monitoring Platform chapter, we provide insight into the functionality of the
platform, with relevant information divided into the following categories: Architecture, Deployment, Alerting, Frontend (Dashboarding, Managing services,
Subscription transparency). We then go on to summarize some of the Key Findings and Use Cases and provide Conclusions.

Accessible Dynamic Monitoring of Service Availability
Over the last two decades, cyber-attacks ranging between malicious activities
against personal computers and critical infrastructures and online services and
operations of organizations from both the private and the public sector, have
been on the rise.11 This fueled a world-wide research in the field of intrusion
detection and intrusion prevention. Although Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS)
and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) research has begun during the later
years of the past century,12 the rapid technological development and against
the progressively complex backdrop of the cyber-attacks has led to an increased
effort in intrusion prevention research during the recent years.13
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A vast majority of both the scientific and the commercial advances in the field
however, are focused on developing complex solutions for either large enterprises or specific infrastructures, which makes it profoundly inaccessible for
small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs), academic and non-profit organizations to be able to afford, administrate, manage or even consider employing
IDS/IPS to their context. Furthermore, as some network-based IDPSs (Intrusion
Detection / Prevention Systems), such is to a certain degree the MonSys platform as well, have been associated with high rates of either false positives or
false negatives (which require a lot of manual filtering), as well as the need to
administer and put a lot of effort into the customization to the monitored environments,14 a lot of the smaller or not as IT-intensive companies and organizations, have been reluctant to consider adopting IDPS into their organizational
cybersecurity and cyber-defense strategies.
However, IDPSs serve a crucial role in the improvement of the overall cybersecurity posture within an organization, and by inference, of an entire sector or
a network of interconnected online services. An anomaly-detection intrusion
prevention system, such as MonSys, would most commonly gather historical
data regarding the standard baseline of activity and availability of a given service. Then, based on parameters, key metrics and historical intelligence, such
systems would monitor, detect and alert the owner of a system of key services
dropout, malicious or suspicious activities, etc., and some systems would further issue an automatic response to these activities.15
This context calls for efforts in creating accessible and intuitive platform,
build into robustness, flexibility, and adaptability, while offering possibilities for
personalized tests, recommendations, alerts and many more.
This contribution presents an approach for making intrusion prevention and
detection more accessible to organizations of various contexts, size and line of
action, in order to improve the cyber-stability and the overall cybersecurity posture on a larger scale and build cyber-resilience and sectoral capabilities and
awareness on the topic of cybersecurity. Furthermore, with the development
of the MonSys platform, the implementation team aimed at improving the cybersecurity situational awareness of organizations from both the public and private sector, by providing them with information and sector-relevant cybersecurity statistics and research-informed and data-driven recommendations
through the integration of the previously developed by the same team CyberMap Bulgaria instrument within the MonSys platform.

Monitoring Platform
MonSys aims to provide a flexible, robust, and scalable monitoring platform.
Particular attention is paid to the processes of metric collection, processing,
storage, and querying.

Architecture
To provide a scalable base for the implementation of the MonSys platform, the
team chose the Kubernetes platform, which builds upon existing container infrastructure, however, provides a different and higher-level set of abstractions,
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designed to empower and improve modern development and IT operations and
their respective workflows.
Among the core advantages of the Kubernetes platform choice were the following:
• scalability – in a Kubernetes cluster, scalability refers to the ability of the
cluster to grow while staying within its service-level objectives (SLOs).16
• loose coupling (another staple of the microservice / container-oriented approach), and particularly the ability to combine technologically diverse
components and manage versioning of separate components in an independent manner.
• security and availability – Kubernetes has an in-built enterprise access control toolkit, as well as simple (self-)monitoring tools.
To provide the other main claim of the architecture design – flexibility, the
team utilized an innovative computational paradigm – Function-as-a-Service
(FaaS). With FaaS technologies, the “consumer” of the service can provide custom source code to be executed in the designated runtime environment, usually
in the form of a container, running dynamically mounted code. This code must
run in a timely manner (standard limitations are between 5 and 15 minutes) and
should have similar granularity to that of a function (thus explaining the name
of the paradigm). By utilizing the FaaS paradigm, MonSys can perform custom
availability checks for different types of infrastructure, such as various blackbox, grey-box, and white-box availability checks/metrics.
The flexibility and scalability, being the core advantages of the platform,
would allow for applications in challenging areas, such as:
• Monitoring fleets of millions of IoT devices, in either push or pull mode.
• Collecting data on availability and/or security for entire vertical or horizontal supply chain segments.
• Extracting real-time data from highly specialized services that require specific test setup, process, or infrastructure.
Some notable drawbacks of the current architectural approach are:
• Cost: the current platform has a high “at rest” runtime cost. In practical
terms, this means that under 0 % external load, a platform deployment will
still require substantial funds to operate (on a public cloud provider). However, with a higher load (number of domains/services and test frequency)
the cost per test is much below 0.005 cents.
• Not fully tested: due to the innovative architecture, the informal knowledge
base of the technologies involved, as well as the ‘best practices’ in integrating them, are still under continual development and pilot testing.
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Deployment
The team implemented the above architecture in a (mostly) minimal configuration, foregoing some operational concerns, such as High Availability (HA),
backup and multi-region availability. These can be trivially (although at a noticeable price) addressed at the Kubernetes implementation level.
The platform also necessitated the development of a somewhat standard
three-tier Web application that serves as the UI for the project. This Web application was developed in Python and deployed as an FaaS application on the Kubernetes cluster.
The platform builds on top of one of the most common monitoring components – Prometheus. As the native monitoring solution for Kubernetes, it provides additional architectural and implementational cohesion, due to the number of pre-developed plugins/extensions that can be used to attach Prometheus
to many standard infrastructure setups and products.
Within the platform and to further facilitate cybersecurity situational awareness, the development team further integrated the functionality of a previously
developed instrument, called CyberMap Bulgaria17. Cyber Map Bulgaria is a
fully-functional software system which provides and visualizes data that could
be further used for conducting multi-faceted analysis on topics such as chronic
vulnerabilities of the Bulgarian cyberspace per domain or sector or identifying
critical points in the Bulgarian IT public and private infrastructure. For the creation of CyberMap Bulgaria, the implementation team developed and implemented a method for the non-intrusive collection of technical, geographical, organizational, and other data for the experimental database of more than 55,000
Bulgarian domains and domain groups.
A simplified architecture of the platform is visualized below in Fig. 1:

Figure 1: General Architecture of MonSys and the integration of CyberMap Bulgaria within it.
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Unlike most other monitoring products and platforms, MonSys treats Blackbox tests as first-class objects and a significant amount of effort has been allocated towards servicing and orchestrating such tests in an easy and maintainable fashion. Black-box tests are particularly relevant to the quality of the enduser experience and satisfaction, as (contrary to what most monitoring tools
assume), the actual end-user is very rarely, if ever, present within the datacenter or server room, which is the accuracy domain of white-box tests. Real-world
service availability and quality also depends on the service supply chain and
even on the end-user’s network infrastructure, such as their ISP. White-box
tests do not account for any of those factors, since they (by definition) monitor
only infrastructure the service provider has control over.
To improve the available facilities for black-box testing, the team addressed
some underlying technological limitations, such as the execution time for FaaS
tests (which is theoretically unlimited in MonSys, unlike most public cloud FaaS
services). The team also invested in the development of several black-box tests
and test tools that can be leveraged to provide better insight into the availability
of the respective services.
The following tests and test frameworks were implemented:
• In-Browser Black Box Testing Toolkit – based on Selenium (as a starting
point), this framework allows for running user-provided functional tests on
Web pages and applications. Support for other in-browser testing platforms, such as cypress.io and puppet, is possible, but not implemented at
present.
• WordPress – being the most widely used platform for content-management and blogging (Built With 2020), WordPress has abundant user-base
that can benefit from improved availability data transparency.18

Alerting
Among the core functionalities of MonSys is the alerting functionality. The platform revolves around the concept of user customization, and through this prism,
MonSys records, analyses, and visualizes statistics with the aim of not only bringing situational awareness to the cybersecurity context of the monitored service,
but also to alert the organization for a deviation from the standard line of behavior, suspicious activity or key services or functionalities dropout.
When designing the alerting functionality, the implementation team first and
foremost focused on the customization of alerting and alerting mechanisms.
Currently, MonSys alerts users through the platform’s dashboard, e-mail and/or
SMS based on pre-defined and fully customizable sets of criteria for alerting.
This provides the user with autonomy over the quantity and types of alerts received, as well as the channels through which alerts of different types of priorities are received.
Support for custom alerts is implemented in a vastly similar manner to the
custom tests – the alerts are running within a FaaS environment, providing (alert
request) response data over HTTPS.
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The alerts by default consist of automated informational and actionable
items. An informational item is an item, which concerns news and information
about the security status or features of applications, services, etc., employed by
the monitored service. An actionable item, on the other hand, is employed
when the active engagement of the user is required, such as updating of a core
service, and others.
Finally, MonSys allows for human-sent notifications, such as notification by
the platform’s maintenance team. Those alerts are, by default, prioritized
within the platform over informational or actionable alerts, however the user is
fully empowered to set a customized priority on different types of alerts.

Frontend
The development of the platform also put forth the prerequisite of the development of a standard three-tier web application, which serves as a user interface for the platform. Due to internal preferences of the implementation team,
the web application was developed in Python and deployed as an FaaS application on the Kubernetes cluster, allowing for a high utilization of the available
resources, thus decreasing the ‘at rest’ cost. For the frontend component of the
MonSys platform, the implementation team focused on employing a minimalistic approach to put forward usability and intuitiveness of the user interaction
with the platform. The minimal design enables users to easily manage and customize the dashboards, services, alerts, tests and much more.
Following a series of interviews with relevant stakeholders regarding the
user-interface of the platform and its interactivity features, the following core
functionalities came forth as usability milestones, which the team managed to
implement throughout the course of the front-end development.
Visualization Dashboard
The dashboard of the platform is the monitoring and control panel for the end
user, where they can observe the services, customize the visualization of results, and conduct retrospectives. To support the organizational robustness, the
end users needed an agile, easily customizable and adaptable dashboarding service, where they can combine and refine metrics, visualizations in a clean and
minimal environment, where they can still expand and research metadata and
contextual information for activity spikes, incidents and customizable service
monitoring metrics.

Service, Test and Alert Management
The users of the platform emphasized the importance of being able to easily
manage the services they would like to dynamically monitor and test. This
means the freedom to easily add and remove services, create, and customize
additional tests for separate services and the ability to customize the collected
metrics, as well as alerting for specific services.
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Key Findings and Use Cases
Although generally following a minimalistic paradigm of software development, the efforts of the implementation brought to fruition a robust, easily
adaptable, scalable, and flexible monitoring platform.
The “classical” monitoring and alerting service for a set of standard layer-7
services (such as https, http, tcp as well as DNS availability) has been tested as
a pilot for more than 6 months with more than 20 web-sites and critical information sources (governmental and public administration), as well as multiple
G2B, G2C and B2B services (such as banks, revenue agency, etc.). The platform
proved to be easy scalable and expandable, and useful for services saturation
alerting and early warnings. Among the findings, in one particular case a typical profile of a DOS attack was detected early and alerted. Subsequently it was
well correlated with the internal reports from an independent DOS-protection
platform being used (Cloudflare). A typical profile of a detected by MonSys
DOS attack with preparation and execution phase is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Typical profile of a DOS attack (over https) as detected by MonSys with clear
preparation end execution phase (although not manifested at full power).
Availability tests performed at frequency 5 minutes from two test points (Western Europe and USA, dark red and light blue lines respectively, delay time in seconds).

Another test case was performed to validate the use for monitoring the functionality and availability of complex interdependent services. A model of an advanced supply chain and logistics services was used for monitoring the integrity
of the supply chain. Expected further benefits of practical use include Identification of “hidden dependencies” and unknown attack vectors, cascade saturation and degrading of services by response time patterns and anomalies. Monitoring the “end-service” availability and response times along with some selected key services (web or dedicated) involved in the supply chain allow to establish a generic and standardized behavior pattern. This will allow the use of
tailored AI/ML methods, as in many cases (like military supplies and operations
logistics) there is natural deficit of ML training data available. On the other hand,
the entire logistics and supplies lifecycle is based on interoperability of interconnected systems, processes and organizations and required resilience is
achieved by composite performance and risk management rather than the
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“sum” of individual security and availability.19 Therefore, MonSys could be very
useful by tuning to monitor and report the overall performance as well as possible compromise of web-accessible or internal (isolated services) in one integral platform and dashboard. This would help to achieve an adaptive supply
chain cyber risk management.20
Several pilot tests have been performed by simulating application web-forms
or composite services requests in two areas - e-administration and banking/financial services by using Selenium testing toolkit. Although functional testing
turned to be easy achievable (based on natural use of Selenium for black-box
quality tests), the entire service response time monitoring and alerting would
require additional organizational and administrative arrangements, as well as
intelligent behavior benchmarking. Pilot implementations are ongoing, including testing of machine-learning methods.
Another pilot use of MonSys was for cyber/hybrid exercising. A dedicated
tenant of MonSys was tuned to monitor services availability in entirely isolated
platform (Exercise Cyber Range) and in real time assist the blue-teams for focused, rapid and intelligent big data search (e.g. network traffic log files, application level forensics) to identify attack signals and evidences.
The ongoing experimental work is dedicated to intelligent alerting by MLbased behavioral analysis. That also includes the exploitation of platform scalability and elastic resources management for on-demand rapid extension of testing services over thousands or millions of devices (for example, numerous IoT
and IIoT) and benefit from a minimum activation time due to FaaS approach
(both for lambda on AWS, or locally deployed lambda on OpenWhisk). Moreover, this is elastic enough to scale to measure up or down depending on the
needs.

Conclusion
This paper examined the cybersecurity problem of early warning, prognosis, vulnerability analysis and threat prevention, which motivated the development
and functionalities of a scalable platform providing tools for the dynamic monitoring of digital services availability.
The ever increasing cyber-attack surface, empowered by the interconnectivity of digital services and against the modern economical backdrop, were among
the key motivators for the development of this platform, which further reflects
on the need for improving the limited capability for applying cybersecurity controls, analysis and preventive measures on a national and international scale.
The development of MonSys, employed multiple research methods and stateof-the-art technical platforms for the creation of a series of interconnected instruments that work together to provide a working product, that aims at allowing an
end client to use tools, means and methods for the dynamic monitoring and analysis of the behavior (availability) of the web systems of specific target groups, by
adding mechanisms for monitoring, historical retrospective and identification of
symptomatic behavior models, which will allow for the early warning for mass
cyber-attacks and large-scale crisis threats. The native quick scalability and
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customization makes the integrated MonSys platform usable at higher level for
national or sectoral cybersecurity picture monitoring and resilience, as well as any
complex system-of-systems, including internal enterprise and industrial systems,
not necessarily internet or web based. In addition, the customizable and scalable
platform allow custom services testing approach in such complex systems-of-systems, as the global supply chains, where only probing and checking the availability
of entire composite services could be an indicator of hidden dependencies, subject of increasing interest of modern APTs.21
Our belief is that with such instruments and services we will be able to improve the efficacy of predicting, preventing, and handling cybersecurity incidents and improve the overall cybersecurity posture of Bulgaria or any other
cyber ecosystem. By providing a flexible, scalable, accessible, intuitive, and
highly customizable platform, the implementation team’s overall goal is to encourage more organizations, ideally and especially from Bulgaria, to employ
IDPSs capabilities as part of their cybersecurity strategy, and ultimately help increase the overall cyber-resilience of entire sectors and networks of interconnected services.
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